Abstract. The collapsibility has become a key material property to study strength and deformation behavior of loess, which is closely related with its micro structural character. In this paper, the authors firstly obtained simple micro-structural parameters both on loess samples of before and after collapsing from the Electron Scanning Microscope images, then made a comparative analysis of relationship among these simple parameters and constructed synthetic micro-structural parameters. Finally the authors presented equations for prediction the relationship between collapsibility coefficient and synthetic micro-structural parameters. It is shown that the collapsibility of loess can be evaluated objectively using the proposed method. The study provides efficient exploration in quantificational studying the effects of microstructure on collapsibility of loess.
Introduction
Collapsibility is a large concern in foundation design that deals with loess-like subsoil, as differential collapse deformations in loess often result in mainly problems in engineering construction [1] [2] [3] . In order to ensure the engineering safety and to reduce the cost, it is necessary to reasonably evaluate collapsibility of loess based on the characteristics of loess and engineering requirement. The mechanics and properties of these natural deposits have been systematically investigated [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . A large number of studies have shown that there is a direct correlation between the collapsibility of loess and its microstructure. Several empirical correlations have been developed to estimate collapsible property of loess [9] [10] [11] . However, any of these equations cannot introduce microstructure parameter into collapsibility evaluation.
In this paper, The Electron Scanning Microscope images were obtained both on loess samples of before and after collapsing, then corresponding micro-structural parameters were obtained. The relationship among these parameters was discussed and the synthetic micro-structural parameters were constructed as well. The calculation method of coefficient of collapse was established. The collapsibility of loess can be evaluated objectively using the proposed method. The efficient exploration was made in quantificational studying the effects of microstructure on collapsibility of loess. 
Micro-structural Parameters Extraction and Construction
For the sake of comparison, the microstructure samples before and after collapsing were prepared using frozen dried method respectively, and then scanning electron microscope (SEM) tests were carried out. SEM images were obtained and micro-structural parameters were extracted as well. The approach can be refered to the paper written by Gao lingxia [12] . Figure 1 shows SEM photos of before and after collapsing loess with water content 25% under consolidation pressure 200 and 300 kPa. The right is photo of before collapsing. From Figure 1 , it can be seen that after collapsing, the space occupied by soil particle increases significantly, on the contrary, the space occupied by soil pore decreases obviously. The image characteristics are in conformity with the inner mechanism of loess collapsibility. Figure. Simple Microstructure Parameters Obtaining from SEM Images. The Leica QWin software was employed to pick up micro-structure parameters, and the obtained micro-structure parameters can be written as follow matrix T  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 ( , , , , , , , , ) x x x x x x x x x x  (1) Here, x1 and x2 are respectively the sum of horizontal intercept and the sum of vertical intercept of section of pore in soil particle, x3 and x4 are the sum of the circumference of every pore and the total number of pores, x5 is the area ratio of the total pore to field area, x6 is coefficient of anisotropy, x7 is filling ratio, x8 is average chord. And x9 is a grey threshold determined by the Leica QWin software when the maximal variance achieved. It is clear that the primary properties of the pore micro-structure in the analysis field, including size, shape, gradation, anisotropy and so on, can be characterized by the stated parameters above .
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Different parameters of microstructure pictures from different SEM photo under the same condition were merged and they average were calculated, respectively. As analyzing the After collapse Before collapse Before collapse After collapse collapsibility loess under different states before and after the microstructure characteristic, mean value of microstructure parameters were applied. Synthetic Micro-structural Parameters. According to studies on loess SEM images [13] , principle component index of microstructure parameters can be used to establish the constitutive relationship to evaluate the collapsible deformation behavior of loess, which can reflect the inherent relation between microstructure and macro engineering properties, thus principle component analysis is introduced to construct synthesis parameters. Based on principal component analysis method [14] , the corresponding characteristic value of the standardized microstructure parameters ( 1~9 i x i  ）, their proportion and cumulative contribution rate are shown in Table 2 . According to principal component expression can be concluded that the principal component scores of each sample, and then the samples according to the principal component scores can be based on the evaluation of the microstructure theory.
Relation between Collapsibility and Microstructure Character
Principal Component Scores. The three principal components can be used to express SEM microstructure information after standardized. The corresponding cumulative contribution rate can be up to 97%. The three principal components (PC) are as following, respectively. Table 3 shows Scores of the first, the second and the third principal components for the before collapsing samples and scores of cumulative principal component. Table 3 , we can know that the specimens C1,C2 and C3 are refer to nocollapsible loess, B1 corresponds to loess with light collapsibility, A1 corresponds to loess with medium collapsibility, other states represent strong loess collapsibility. In fact, the forging loess specimens in various states are derived from a collapsible loess, the difference of collapsibility judged result from their various hydraulic conditions. With the increasing of the initial moisture content, the loess collapsibility reduces gradually, with the increasing of pressure, the loess collapsibility increases gradually. Therefore, to some extent, the collapsibility of loess is not only depends on its initial state, but also depends on the initial moisture content and its corresponding stress conditions. In order to study the relation between collapsibility of loess and the corresponding microstructure parameters, the relation between the 6 kinds of collapsible sate which representing coefficient of collapsibility is greater than or equal to 0.015 and their accumulated principal component were dotted in rectangular coordinate system, which is shown in Figure 2 . Thus, it is can be known that there is linear relation between coefficient of collapsibility of and its cumulative principal component. Collapsibility of loess can be predicted according to the principal component. Firstly, obtain the photo of loess under certain pressure based on SEM, then obtain the microstructure parameters applied image processing software and principle component used introduced method in this paper, at this point you can according to the equation (5)and equation (6) predict collapsibility coefficient corresponding to different moisture content. When moisture content is close to 3.0%, the line s1
Relationship between Collapsibility Coefficient and Cumulative Principle Component. From
 is used, when moisture content is close to 17%, the line s2  is used and for other moisture content prediction can adopt the method of interpolation. Conclusions should state concisely the most important propositions of the paper as well as the author's views of the practical implications of the results.
Conclusions
Loess collapsibility depends on not only the sample initial state, but also its initial moisture content and the corresponding consolidation stress conditions. This paper introduces the approaches of Scores of accumulative principal component s2, water content 18% s1, water content 3.0% Collapsibility coefficient δs principal component analysis to study characteristics of loess microstructure and constructed principle component method to predict the collapsibility of loess. According to SEM photo, the original microstructure parameters were extracted, based on principle component analyzing, the first, the second and third principal components were calculated as well as scores of principal components, whose accumulative contribution is 96%, can exhibit almost all information expressed by the nine original microstructure parameters. The results show that with the increase of consolidation pressure, the first principal component increase by approximate linear, the loess collapsibility coefficient has a linear relation with its accumulated principal component. According to this important understanding, the collapsibility coefficient calculation method is established based on principal component scores, and collapsibility loess evaluation method is established. Samples due to the microstructure and SEM photos carry large amounts of information, if the number of test point increase, there must exist growth rapid of microcosmic test scale and huge difficulties in data processing. As an exploratory study, this paper only select three test points, therefore, this study is preliminary. Develop greater amounts of collapsibility loess research and the corresponding microscopic mechanism will be the next focus on the direction of the effort.
